Synapcus : DOX
®

Document Management
The Enterprise Content Management System Synapcus®:DOX is usable in all processes of Synapcus® where
documents are filed and shared with other persons invovled, for instance, in projects, marketing campaigns or
sales opportunities. Under the „Documents“ tab, can be created folders, and documents may be uploaded to a
process, in order to optimally structure the document filing. The uploaded documents will be displayed both
under the process and the person, which did the upload.
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Why does your company need
Synapcus®:DOX?
Interesting features such as a hierarchical directory structure a la Windows, a multi upload
process for files and a drag & drop facility for
the relocation of files and directories provide
the whole module with new operation options,
which increase the efficiency of the document
work-flow.
The version control for files enables the viewing
of a document in its whole life cycle. The mailing
module permits the automatic notification of
persons and groups via e-mail. The list of all the
persons who were notified, will be saved with
the file, so that later notifications concerning
version changes can be sent to the same group.
The rights structure empowers documents to
be specifically uploaded or rather shared with
certain persons or groups of persons.The access
on documents is traceable, hence, it is always evident who got what information and at what time
it has been read.
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Your benefits:
1.

10 % discount on orders during the 		
trade fairs

2.

14 days trial period without commitment

3.

Fully compatible with all tablet
operating systems

FilePreview

Web platform

Full- text
search and Tags

Document Management

1.

Web platform for online handling of processes and projects of all art, whereby all involved
project participators, both internal and external, can exchange documents and store.

2.

The document versioning assures the user
that all parties are using the latest version of a
document.

3.

ECM Workflow. Integrated process con
trolled connection and use of information.

8.

Folder creation and documents allocation
through drag & drop functionality a la
Windows.

9.

The File Preview allows the sighting/glimpsing
of file contents (photo from the first Page of a
file) without having to open or download the
document.

10. Fast information on all documents the system
via modern full-text search functionality.
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4.

Comfortable input of meta information via
Multi-upload workflow.

5.

Notification of the parties via e-mail.

6.

Full-text search across all documents.

7.

Document tagging. For each document can
be defined tags that enable a targeted search.

